The elastic legband has velcro closures and will comfortably fit any leg stick. The right-hand side contains a clear pocket for easy map viewing. Buttonholes that allow the pilot to fold back one or both panels of the clear plastic. Either side of the center includes a pen/pencil holder and unusually shaped items. The center panel holds the kneeboard under the front. The left panel has ample room for small books, papers and usually shaped items. The color is jet black with a logo attractively embroidered in silver on the front. The left panel has ample room for small books, papers and unusually shaped items. The center panel holds the kneeboard under clear plastic. Either side of the center includes a pen/pencil holder and buttonholes that allow the pilot to fold back one or both panels of the kneeboard with the legband. This is ideal when operating a cyclic or stick. The right-hand side contains a clear pocket for easy map viewing. The elastic legband has velcro closures and will comfortably fit any leg size. Try the kneeboard that puts everything at your fingertips. P/N 13-06950 .................. $35.50

The MyClip kneeboard is the only iPad kneeboard that works with the iPad and the iPad 2. This innovative design easily transitions from portrait to landscape mode allowing easy viewing of charts and approach plates. Soft rubberized clips gently hold the iPad and even work with the Apple “Smart Cover.” Light and compact, this iPad kneeboard is made for aviation. P/N 13-09290 .................. $39.95

The universal design allows the iPad or similarly sized tablet to be used as a kneeboard without taking it out of your everyday case. Avoid the hassle of removing your favorite case just because you are going somewhere. The MyBigclip has an opening just under 1in. The bigger opening allows it to work on most cases and folios including the Otterbox® series. P/N 13-14951 .................. $39.95

The MyClipMini is a universal tablet kneeboard that will hold an iPhone in the landscape mode all the way up to an iPad in the portrait mode. It is designed for the iPad Mini but will work on all similar sized tablets. Clips slide along an elastic belt and can be sized down to 4in (10cm) and up to 8in (20cm). This flexibility allows for an easy switch between portrait and landscape mode and allows the MyClipMini to be used on all of the other 7in tablets. P/N 13-14952 .................. $37.95

If you’ve got limited space in your cockpit and you’re looking for a minimalist yet stylish board, the Mini-Z is for you. Made from the same high-quality materials and superb craftsmanship as other Zulu boards, the Mini-Z is 50% smaller than the Standard. The Economy Mini-Z Board features a plain pad. Black ballistic nylon. P/N 13-04903 .................. $33.50

If you’ve got limited space in your cockpit and you’re looking for a minimalist yet stylish board, the Mini-Z is for you. Made from the same high-quality materials and superb craftsmanship as other Zulu boards, the Mini-Z is 50% smaller than the Standard. The Standard Mini-Z Board features the 3-in-1 Flight Plan Pad and five Mini Zulucards. Black ballistic nylon. P/N 13-04905 .............. $38.75

Blank Flight Pad (50 Sht.) - Single Pad P/N 17-00251 .................. $2.25
3 in 1 Flight pad (50 Sht.) - Single Pad P/N 17-00250 .................. $3.35
3 in 1 Flight pad (50 Sht.) - 10 Pack P/N 17-00321 .................. $26.50

Made out of the same high-quality materials and superb craftsmanship as other Zulu boards, the Economy Zulu Board comes with a blank flight pad (no Zulucards). Features: • Repositioning clipboard system • Rugged ballistic exterior • Sturdy anodized aluminum back plate • Clean, low profile clip aluminum clipboard • Organizer post to keep everything on your lap • Easy grab zipper pulls • Breeze cheater elastic strap • Oversize pen pockets, or mini light • Ventilated elastic knee strap • 50 Sheet Flight Pad. P/N 14-02857 .................. $34.95

The Deluxe Zulu Board comes with a hinged storage compartment under the clipboard for storing approach plates, airport diagrams or just a place to toss the gas receipts. Black Ballistic Nylon. Includes 6 Zulucards and two 50 sheet pads of the Zulu 3-in-1 Flight Plan Pad. Black ballistic nylon. P/N 13-03224 .............. $43.90
Blank Flight Pad (50 Sht.) - Single Pad P/N 17-00252 .................. $2.65
Blank Flight Pad (50 Sht.) - 10 Pack P/N 17-00324 .................. $21.60
3 in 1 Flight pad (50 Sht.) - 10 Pack P/N 17-00322 .................. $27.50

The MyClipMini Case is a hard plastic case with a smart cover that will work with the MyClipMini. This everyday case will allow you to use your iPad Mini in the cockpit or in the coffee shop. Note: MyClip Mini strap shown in photo is not included. Please see Part Number 13-14952 to order the MyClip Mini Strap. Mini Smart Case P/N 13-14953 .................. $16.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice